
Circular route

1 From the hotel entrance turn right.

2 Join the path heading towards the lake edge  
and go through the gate into the marina.  
Follow the hotel walk signs and yellow markers  
straight through the marina and into the  
fields beyond. The yellow markers continue into 
the fields and are easy to see.

3 At the other side of the fields the path narrows 
into a single-track footpath. Follow it until you 
reach Watermillock and the main road.

4 Turn right at the road until you come to the first 
left road turning. Take care on this part of the 
road as there are no pavements, it’s a fast  
stretch of road and can be busy.

5 Follow the road towards Watermillock Village  
Hall and church. The church is approximately  
1.5 km up the hill on the left-hand side.

6 About 200 m past the church, you will see a 
footpath sign with the Ullswater Way daffodil 
logo on your right-hand side. Follow the path 
through the fields, keeping left at a fork in the 
path, until you come to the single lane road.

7 Follow the road to Bennethead and Wreay, 
then continue to follow it down the hill to the 
Brackenrigg Inn.

8 At the Brackenrigg Inn, turn left and walk for a 
short amount of time along the main road,  
again taking care on this fast stretch of road, 
back to Another Place. W
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The Another Place Loop

Moderate  |  5.8 km  |  1:40 hours

Walking in the Lake District comes with risk and conditions change quickly.  
We would always recommend checking the weather forecast, wearing suitable 
clothes and choosing a walk for your ability. We would also recommend taking 
an OS map and compass and know how to use them. The hotel takes no 
responsibility for any injury, loss or damages that may occur when following  
the directions.



Distance: 5.8 km

Duration: 1:40 hours

Ascent: 115 m

Descent: 116 m

A short walk (or run) from the 

door of the hotel, starting along the 

edge of Ullswater and climbing to 

a reasonable height, with stunning 

views at the higher points of the 

walk. This loop includes lake shore, 

a walk through the marina and 

country back roads.
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